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ACTION
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REFERENCE

Action Log for WTG Children's Workstream
ACTION

OWNER

GT and IH agreed to contact children’s groups they think may
be interested in being involved in the Fifteen Step Challenge,
and ask them to contact Nicola Jackson if they are interested.

Update 31/1/19: It was noted that
due to changes in the People First
contract there has been a slight
delay in contacting peoole about
the 15 Step Challenge.

Georgina
Ternant /
Ian Hinde /
Sue Hannah

CWG/063

UPDATE

Update 19/10/18: It was noted
that Chris Tolley from People First
is happy to help with contacting
children’s groups. There was short
discussion about which age groups
to involve in the 15 Step Challenge
and it was agreed that the focus
would be on one group initially
(teenagers/secondary school age)
and then broaden to younger
children at a later stage.
Update 29/11/18: Ongoing as the
15 Steps Challenge will be
arranged for February 2019.
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18/034

NOTE
REFERENCE

CWG/086

ACTION
It was noted that there was currently limited data available
relating to the effects of the use of social media. It was advised
that there may be some data gathered by a Barnados survey,
around 5-19 year olds, and that this could be shared to feed
into the Health and Wellbeing Strategy.

OWNER

UPDATE

Nicola
Jackson

NJ to share Julie Fletcher’s
(Barnados) contact details with CK,
to try and get raw data.

Eleanor
Hodgson

EH to link with Claire King to
discuss the Summary of Infant
Mortality, which Deb Lee provided,
in order to answer some of the
questions raised and ensure that
the issues don’t get lost. EH to give
update at a future meeting.

Eleanor
Hodgson &
Kieron
Bradshaw

EH/KB to share information about
system engagement event, along
with details of how people can
apply for a place.

The item was deferred to a later meeting, when Deb Lee would
be able to attend and give an update.
18/038

CWG/097

EH discussed a group that was being set up to talk about
children’s issues across the wider health and care system,
which included the North East and North Cumbria.
18/039

CWG/099
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